
Felting with a “Book” Resist

“Rose Buds”

1. Cut two (2) circles of the same size out of a pliable plastic. For this demonstration a 10 1/2-
inch dinner plate was used as a guide.

Cut 2

2. Place the circles one on top of the other and sew a seam down the middle. This makes the 
book.

3. On side 1 place roving overlapping the right edge slightly and very thinly.

 side 1



4. On side 2 place roving overlapping the left edge slightly and very thinly. 

5. Cover the roving on side 1 with mesh to hold it in place and wet with warm soapy water and 
rub gently. 



6. Repeat step 5 on side 2.

7. Place roving on side 3 overlapping slightly and very thinly on the edges. 

8. Cover the roving on side 3 with mesh to hold it in place and wet with warm soapy water and 
rub gently. 

9. Turn the piece over – side 4 – and gently pull the roving that was left overhanging onto the 
resist which will cover the edges of the circle. Then place roving on side 4.



10. Cover the roving on side 4 with mesh to hold it in place and wet with warm soapy water and 
rub gently. 

11. Turn back over to side 3 and pull any stray roving around the edges up over side 3; smoothing 
towards the center to avoid thicker roving at the edges that will create a “seam” line.



12.  Cover with bubble wrap and rub vigorously with a felting tool. In photo a bag of marbles is 
being used. Flip and rub the other side and continue flipping and rubbing until felt is holding 
together well.

13. Place felt on a bamboo mat and roll. Unroll and place felt in the opposite direction and roll.  
Roll 10 to 15 times in one direction and then change to keep the round shape. Felt shrinks in 
the direction it is rolled. Do this about 10 t0 20 times.

14. Cut a small slit off the edge and remove the resist.

15. Turn the rose bud inside out – the flaps will now be visible.



16. The rose bud can now be shaped and hardened the way any other vessel is completed. One 
method is using a balloon.

Using a Balloon to Shape and Finish a Vessel

1. Place a balloon in your vessel and then inflate it until the vessel fits slightly loose around 
(about ¼ inch space between the balloon and vessel). Place the vessel with balloon inside 
of it into a mesh bag and run under hot water and then put in the dryer on heat setting for 
about 15 minutes or until the vessel has shrunk to the size of the balloon.

  

plastic inserted to hold petals

 

tied in a mesh bag



Rewetting with hot water

2. Remove from dryer deflate the balloon. Repeat step one until the desired shape and 
firmness are achieved.

3. Finish by air drying. 

. 

A white one was made first and the difference in how the two came out when shaping is obvious. It is 
difficult to make exact duplicate vessels. 


